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If you’re reading this, it’s probably because someone wants you to know the value Defense Contract Management Agency personnel provide to our warfighters. It’s possible you’ve never heard of our agency, and that’s okay — it’s probably even a good thing. That’s because my team of 10,000 plus acquisition professionals provides the oversight required to deliver products on time and at cost to our men and women in uniform around the world — enabling military readiness. If you don’t know how that process works, it’s because it works.

So what do we do as an agency? At any given time, my team is managing more than 340,000 active contracts with a total obligated amount of more than $1.8 trillion. We authorize nearly half a billion dollars a day in payments on behalf of our customers and provide valuable insight to program offices, senior acquisition professionals and even congress so they can make informed decisions.

Our mission statement reads, “We are the independent eyes and ears of the DoD and its partners, delivering actionable acquisition insight from the factory floor to the front line … around the world.” While this is a concise mission statement, the scope and complexity of making those words a reality takes a very talented team with specialized skills.

Just to give you an idea, take a look at our workforce chart (page 11). As you can see, the majority of our people work in quality assurance, engineering and manufacturing services, and contract administration and support. This is really the heart of what we do as an agency, but it takes every represented specialty to meet customer requirements, quality standards and fiscal benchmarks.

To understand what we do, it’s also important to understand where we’ve been. Fifteen years ago this agency was created as an evolution of organizations going back 50 years to the establishment of the Defense Supply Agency — and further back still to earlier initiatives meant to ensure quality products reached our people in uniform. The end result is what we are today — an agile organization with a world-wide federal staff that’s less than half of what it was when the services each performed their own contract administration.

We’re involved in all aspects of contracting...
In our functional areas, and increasingly recognized by our defense family as contracting subject matter experts.

We have personnel located in close proximity to, or many times co-located with, defense contractors across the globe. Many of them you’ll read about in this publication. They provide oversight for body armor, military aircraft, tracked vehicles, munitions and even satellites for NASA. Our people not only witness testing, but drive tanks and fly aircraft to ensure we accept quality products on behalf of the government, conduct risk assessments, and provide insight to the military’s program offices to ensure quality products make it out the door.

There are three big areas I want to highlight where our people are quietly making a difference. The first is contract performance and milestone decisions, which is the majority of our workload. My team is the physical eyes and ears on the factory floor. Contract administration support and services make up about 19 percent of our hours, 17 percent in engineering and manufacturing services, and about a third of our work is quality assurance.

This probably brings up visions of inspections, but it is much more than that. It means analyzing contractor systems, reviewing data to make sure all processes were performed properly, investigating sources and identifying non-conforming materials. At the end of the production process, when all obligations of the contract have been met, a DCMA quality assurance representative formally accepts an item on behalf of the government.

Next is our Contract Integrity Center. Because of our proximity to contracts, DCMA is often spearheading the fight against fraud, waste and abuse. It’s not just money at stake, but mission success — and even lives. Our quality folks have become our leads on counterfeit materiel mitigation, and we’ve centralized reporting to the integrity center to make it easier.

Our center is ground-zero for reporting and is dedicated to working with DCMA customers, DoD investigative agencies and the...
Department of Justice to prevent, detect and remediate fraud. At any given time, we are monitoring over 450 fraud cases, and in the past year alone, our efforts returned over $193 million dollars to the taxpayer.

The last area is contract closeout. There is a flurry of work required as a contract ends including final negotiation and reconciliations. In many cases, real property, like government-owned equipment for tooling and measuring, must be disposed of properly and unused funds associated with a contract need to be formally released back to the buying command.

When a contract ends, the lessons-learned become part of the collective experience of DCMA, part of our intellectual database of acquisition insight. This rolls into the constant contracting cycle, and we apply it to the pre-award phase to make subsequent contracts better. All this relates back to us being an agile, adaptive and efficient agency.

So how did we do it, and why are we so successful? It’s because we have the right people, with the right skills, in the right places. In addition to our civilian men and women on the factory floors, we have about 500 highly-skilled and technically-proficient uniformed service members. They accept aircraft, provide contract oversight, interface with customers and contractors, and lead our contract management offices.

People like Air Force Col. Mike Meyer, our commander at DCMA Boeing Seattle, where the KC-46 is being built. Identified as one of the Air Force’s top acquisition priorities, the new tanker is still a couple of years away from fielding to the fleet, but DCMA has already been involved in the contract for four years. We brought Meyer in last year, transitioning that office to an O-6 command as the KC-46 moves further into the production process.

An experienced engineer and leader, this is Meyer’s third assignment with DCMA. He formerly commanded...
Manny Santana, a quality assurance specialist with Defense Contract Management Agency Garden City, performs quality surveillance at contractor sites on Long Island, New York. QAs like Santana are regularly on production floors to make sure government customers, and taxpayers, get equipment that meets contract specifications. (DCMA photo by Patrick Tremblay)

our Aircraft Integrated Maintenance Operations, Greenville office, followed by more than a year deployed as deputy at DCMA’s Kabul, Afghanistan, location in 2011. He knows contracting, he knows aircraft, and he knows the Air Force.

My point is that we have the right talent from the services integrated into our team. They complement our larger workforce in communities where the work is being done. It’s this mix of military experience and leadership, with the continuity of civilian functional experts, in close proximity to contract execution, which makes us so efficient and cost effective.

As I stated in the beginning, the purpose of this publication is to showcase the value DCMA brings to the warfighter and our customers. We call it “Insight” because that’s what you should gain by flipping through these pages. It is filled with numerous examples of how we add value and provide streamlined contract administration oversight across the acquisition enterprise.

As you can see from the table of contents, the structure of the publication follows our mission statement. The stories and information within showcase our value to our customers and the specialized work our people are doing to support the warfighter. I encourage you to read and digest as much of it as possible — it really is a terrific story of service before self.

If you need additional information, please visit www.dcma.mil, check out our Strategic Plan, or simply reach out to me personally. I’ll be happy, and proud, to elaborate on the value we bring to the Department of Defense and its partners.

“DCMA is a vital member of Air Force acquisition efforts. The agency’s involvement throughout the life cycle of a program is crucial. DCMA adds inordinate value to our acquisition process by providing core missions which only this organization can provide — administrative contracting support, system surveillance, and on-site quality assurance. The core missions of DCMA are key enablers to the success of the overall acquisition mission — the men and women of DCMA directly empower the delivery of warfighting capability.”

Military deputy, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition

Out of DCMA’s 11,000+ civilian population, veterans make up over 50% of the workforce is active duty

5% of the workforce is active duty

30% Quality Assurance
24% Contracting & Pricing
12% Engineering
6% Industrial Specialist
4% Software/IT
3% Procurement
3% General Business
2% Property

“We leverage DCMA’s expertise on several fronts. One, on the front end of the contract DCMA helps us with the cost and pricing information, which is very valuable to us in helping negotiate a good deal. So when we’re sitting down with our industry partners, we know we have the best information to get the best deal for our warfighting force.”

Navy Rear Adm. Paul Verraastro
Naval Supply Systems Command Weapon Systems Support commander
“The DCMA/Army relationship is not only vital, it is absolutely imperative. I see DCMA experts as key partners in acquiring quality products on-time. We, in the Army, need DCMA involvement early and throughout the acquisition process, particularly on major, complex weapon systems and the contingencies support systems. Let’s be clear, we shape and reduce the risk to production in the post-award environment by engaging early in pre-award planning to identify risks up-front, before contract award.”

Army Lt. Gen. Michael Williamson
Principal military deputy to the assistant secretary of the Army for acquisition, logistics and technology

“LARGEST PROGRAM:
The KC-46A Pegasus will replace tankers like this one as the backbone of global refueling operations.

“TRENDING:
The Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System will replace current steam catapult systems.

The relationship between DCMA and NASA extends back more than 45 years. DCMA support to NASA is covered by specific policy, requires employees to have additional certification, and is 70 percent in the area of quality assurance. The agency performs more than $22 million in work for NASA annually, and new agency policy adopted last year strengthens the relationship.”
By Matthew Montgomery, DCMA Public Affairs

DCMA QA Surveillance Team supports NASA telescope camera instrument

I t looks like a giant honeycomb death ray from the future, but its purpose is to detect the origins of today’s galaxies. It’s called the James Webb Space Telescope and for the past 11 years Defense Contract Management Agency personnel have supported the NASA-led international collaboration ensuring this highly sophisticated instrument can operate at cryogenic temperatures, containing over 15,000 densely packed instrument were in the assembly in three dimensions and the use of highly sophisticated (coordinate measuring machines) and optical measuring devices were a daily event. 

The Integrated Science Instrument Module for the James Webb Space Telescope awaits installation. The JWST will detect the origins of today’s galaxies. (Photo courtesy of NASA)
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Each month Portfolio Management and Integration Executive Director Joe Sweeney travels to the Pentagon to attend the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary review with Frank Kendall, undersecretary of defense for acquisition, technology and logistics.

The monthly review, commonly known as DAES, serves as an early warning system for Department of Defense contracts. The purpose is to provide a venue to identify and address — as early as possible — potential and actual program issues, which may impact on-time and on-schedule delivery of promised capabilities to the warfighter.

As the Defense Contract Management Agency’s representative, Sweeney speaks for the agency director, Air Force Lt. Gen. Wendy Masiello, and imparts knowledge gathered through the collective work of DCMA’s worldwide acquisition force.

Sweeney, who retired from the Navy Reserve in 2011 after 26 years of service, defined the "integration" aspect of his directorate by crediting the agency’s successes to its contract management offices, program integrators, program support teams, lead platform commands and supporting commanders.

"The agency’s role in this engagement is to contribute our independent assessments of program execution performance," said Sweeney. "Through our program assessment reports and input into the Defense Acquisition Management Information Retrieval system, we provide independent and objective contract performance; management and business systems; and production, supply chain and industrial base assessments to the Office of the Secretary of Defense."

Senior leaders use this information to assess and augment major defense acquisition programs, major automated information systems and special interest programs. According to Sweeney, some have not always viewed DCMA’s input as a vital tool within the acquisition enterprise decision-making process, but the agency’s reputation and value are on the rise.

"The DCMA/Army relationship is not only vital, it is absolutely imperative. I see DCMA experts as key partners in acquiring quality products on-time," said Army Lt. Gen. Michael Williamson, principal military deputy to the assistant secretary of the Army for acquisition, logistics and technology. "We, in the Army, need DCMA involvement early and throughout the acquisition process, particularly on major, major weapon systems and the contingencies support systems. Let’s be clear, we shape and reduce the risk to production in the post-award environment by engaging early in pre-award planning to identify risks up-front, before contract award.”

Williamson described DCMA team members as experts in post-award activities, which is a compliment Sweeney, and the agency at large, has worked hard to garner and maintain.

"The quality of our acquisition insights and analyses in our assessments has a direct impact on how DCMA is viewed and valued as a participant at the DAES meetings both in the short- and the long-term," Sweeney said. "It took us a long time to earn this seat at the table as a regular and valued participant in the DAES reviews. It’s something we must work hard to keep. We do this by continually improving the quality of our acquisition insights we bring to the table."

To maintain its influential voice, PM&I’s team of acquisition professionals regularly engage in strategic-level customer engagements and relationship-building — communicating the agency’s value, capability and commitment to its warfighter support mission.

PM&I’s representatives contribute a wide-array of key acquisition data through earned value management, integrated policy, major program support, supply chain support, industrial base analysis and customer engagement. These team members submit information from programs across the globe, but an integral aspect of the directorate’s value occurs at its National Capitol Region location in Arlington, Virginia.

Across the street from the Pentagon, Walt Eady, PM&I’s deputy director, and his portfolio division directors are in a prime location to communicate customer requirements and concerns to the global
Senior service acquisition leaders met with Defense Contract Management Agency military commanders at a conference last year to discuss the agency’s support to buying commands. From left: Army Lt. Gen. Michael Williamson, principal military deputy, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology; Air Force Lt. Gen. Arnold Bunch Jr., military deputy, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition; and Navy Rear Adm. Paul Verharrist, commander, Naval Supply Systems Command Weapon Systems Support. (DCMA photo by Stephen Hickok)

agency team. Early, a retired Air Force colonel, said his team is frequently meeting with service acquisition executives and Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for AT&L and joint/non-DoD customers by providing actionable insights to the customer; the service specific units also communicate and coordinate with customers for the service’s acquisition process by providing core quality products on-time and at-cost; and educate the customer base on DCMA capabilities, products and services.
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The Defense Contract Management Agency is intimately familiar with the focus areas of Better Buying Power, the Department of Defense's efforts to "do more without more" in regards to acquisition. In fact, the heart of the agency's mission statement, delivering actionable acquisition insight, is an essential piece of all DoD customers' ability to meet their own BBP goals.

Since 2010, DoD has worked on specific steps to implement best practices to strengthen buying power, improve industry productivity, and provide an affordable, value-added military capability to the warfighter. Now in its third iteration, BBP encompasses a set of fundamental acquisition initiatives to achieve greater efficiencies through affordability, cost control, elimination of unproductive processes and bureaucracy, and promotion of competition.

In 2015, DCMA leaders took BBP and its seven focus areas to heart as they constructed the agency's updated strategic plan.

"DCMA is a recognized leader of, and contributor to, many of DoD's business reform initiatives," said Joe Sweeney, executive director of the agency's Portfolio Management and Integration Directorate. Sweeney also champions the first strategic goal of DCMA's strategic plan: inform and contribute to cost control and affordability decisions.

"Our strategic plan aligns very nicely to the BBP 3.0 initiatives and actions," said Sweeney. "Strategic Goal 1, and its seven focus areas of Better Buying Power, the Department of Defense's efforts to "do more without more" in regards to acquisition. In fact, the heart of the agency's mission statement, delivering actionable acquisition insight, is an essential piece of all DoD customers' ability to meet their own BBP goals. Since 2010, DoD has worked on specific steps to implement best practices to strengthen buying power, improve industry productivity, and provide an affordable, value-added military capability to the warfighter. Now in its third iteration, BBP encompasses a set of fundamental acquisition initiatives to achieve greater efficiencies through affordability, cost control, elimination of unproductive processes and bureaucracy, and promotion of competition. In 2015, DCMA leaders took BBP and its seven focus areas to heart as they constructed the agency's updated strategic plan.

"DCMA is a recognized leader of, and contributor to, many of DoD's business reform initiatives," said Joe Sweeney, executive director of the agency's Portfolio Management and Integration Directorate. Sweeney also champions the first strategic goal of DCMA's strategic plan: inform and contribute to cost control and affordability decisions.

"Our strategic plan aligns very nicely to the BBP 3.0 initiatives and actions," said Sweeney. "Strategic Goal 1, and its three major objectives, align to the BBP 3.0 initiatives of achieving affordable programs, achieving dominant capabilities while controlling lifecycle costs, and eliminating unproductive processes and bureaucracy."

Alan Estevez, the principal deputy undersecretary of defense for acquisition, technology and logistics, stressed DCMA's importance to BBP during a conference in late 2015. "Better Buying Power is not a slogan, but it's a substance," Estevez told DCMA commanders from around the world.

"For every dollar I give DCMA, I get two dollars back as a return on investment," continued Estevez. "DCMA provides the best equipment to the best military on this planet. You should be proud of what you do every day." Sweeney said the agency is successful largely because its experienced workforce is so involved in the contract process. "We have a tremendous competitive advantage because of our access and proximity to the commandrs from around the world."

"Often these values come through our contributions to affordability and informed acquisition decisions made by our customers," continued Russell. "It's incumbent on us, then, to turn the microscope around and also look at how we do our business. We can't advise customers on good fiscal stewardship, nor expect it of our contractors, if we don't walk the talk ourselves."
Defense Contract Management Agency personnel across the country are working on major programs that require a complex set of skills and abilities to accomplish the mission. Ensuring they are operating as efficiently as possible is an ongoing evolution and one that requires unique solutions.

This is even more important as fiscal constraints are a reality for Department of Defense agencies — many still working on plans to cut more than 10 percent of their workforce over the next couple years. This means leaders must figure out how to do more with less and leverage technology and available resources to fill the gaps in manpower.

One way DCMA is accomplishing this is by using quality assurance representatives at DCMA Phoenix to test and field mobile devices to determine requirements and feasibility of agency-wide use. They are working closely with agency headquarters staff to determine how best to increase the efficiency of a wide array of reviews and inspections required at contractor facilities.

Christian Lussier is one of 50 quality assurance employees currently testing a variety of tablets across the agency. They are using the tablets for process reviews, quality management system audits, product exams and other aspects of quality work conducted within a contractor facility. So far, Lussier said the results look promising.

"Instead of having to write everything down on paper then go back to the office and type it into the computer, we can do almost everything on location," said Lussier. "With features like write to text and speech to text, mobile devices have the potential of saving us a lot of time when it comes to data entry. This would enable us to spend less time in the office and more time in the field."

For many members of the quality assurance community, an ample amount of time is spent waiting at the contractor facility between reviews. Lussier said there usually isn’t enough time to drive back to the office. With mobile devices, time could be maximized by remotely completing paperwork, to include documenting product acceptance or authorizing payments.

Immediacy of information is also a factor. Lussier said during busy weeks when he has multiple contractors to review at different locations, it can sometimes take up to two weeks before he is able to manually input the information and results of his inspections.

"Using the tablets I’ve been able to walk out of a contractor facility with all the required forms already submitted," said Lussier. "It is important because now everyone who is a part of the program can see what I’ve just seen. This allows our program integrators to monitor a program close to real-time."

While the devices might be able to cut down on the amount of paperwork employees have to complete, Lussier said the real benefit comes when they are successfully integrated with existing online platforms, like the agency’s secure, online collaboration platform, DCMA 360, which allows information to be captured and shared more effectively.

To make sure suggestions and best practices are captured during the testing phase, the agency has established an innovation lab, called iLab, to compile test data and make sure the best solution is obtained. The goal, according to Jacob Haynes, DCMA Information Technology executive director and chief information officer, is to better match the needs of the user with the product or service capability that can best accomplish the mission.

"Instead of just buying and trying things, we have a very disciplined environment that understands what the capabilities should do and understands what the mission requirements are. Then we can say, ‘This is what The point is this: our mobile effort isn’t just about new devices, it’s about a mobile strategy.’"

Jacob Haynes, DCMA Information Technology executive director and chief information officer.

By Matthew Montgomery, DCMA Public Affairs
constitutes success for whatever we are putting through the lab,” Haynes said. “The more we learn by doing that, we’re able to provide better capabilities and faster solutions to our workforce and, more importantly, not waste time and money doing it.”

“For example, tablets might be a good fit for some users, while others might have a greater benefit from a laptop,” Haynes continued. “The point is this: our mobile effort isn’t just about new devices, it’s about a mobile strategy. For the vast majority of our QA personnel who work onsite in vendor locations or factories, tablets enable them to work as far forward as possible, working smarter and faster without having to return to a DCMA office. Mobile strategy is also aimed at taking advantage of newer information technology initiatives which Haynes stated will enable us to accelerate delivering capabilities to the field at a much lower cost.”

Tablet implementation for the agency is still being determined, but Haynes recently outlined several information technology initiatives aimed at taking advantage of newer tools and enhancing the growth of DCMA’s role in the broader DoD mission.

“Treating data as a strategic asset is critical for this agency,” Haynes said. “We are placing increased emphasis on enterprise architecture in a shift from primarily thinking internally about our data, to thinking more externally about the importance and compatibility of our data sets and their contextual relevance across the department. As a result, we are rethinking our data constructs from the ground up to facilitate linking to other DoD organizations in support of our common mission. Such ‘intelligent’ data enables DCMA to provide even more effective acquisition insight.”

Other initiatives include the IT Communications Efficiency Program, which Haynes stated will enable DCMA to “take advantage of newer technologies that can reduce our physical footprint, relying less on brick and mortar, providing employees with greater mobility and often a better work experience, all while ensuring the agency remains a good steward of taxpayer dollars.”

Christian Lussier, Defense Contract Management Agency Phoenix quality assurance specialist, uses a tablet to conduct surveillance at a contractor facility. Lussier is one of several quality representatives currently testing tablets to help determine requirements and the feasibility of agency-wide use. (DCMA photo by Matthew Montgomery)
The hopes of U.S. soldiers returning home from war have not changed for more than 150 years. Veterans want and deserve a chance to return to a normal life and pursue the American dream of prosperity. To do this, they may require medical, educational or financial support.

Now, more than ever before, American soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines return home to a federal and civilian support network of programs and organizations designed to assist them. The Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) has championed this initiative from the top-down, recognizing the organizational value veterans possess.

“I want our supervisors to be passionate about hiring wounded warriors,” wrote DCMA Director Air Force Lt. Gen. Wendy Masiello in an agency-wide email. “We are an agency that values intelligence, dedication and a strong work ethic. These traits are common among wounded veterans, and we need to give them a chance to continue serving our great nation.”

Supporting the warfighter is DCMA’s core mission and supporting veterans after they leave the military — especially those wounded in service — is an extension of that mission.

Knute Headley, director of the Human Capital Recruitment Division, described the benefits of hiring veterans, saying, “Most veterans are not finished serving their country; you are hiring individuals committed to our nation’s defense and who want to support the warfighter through their continued service. Their integrity, respect for others, pride and a powerful sense of belonging enables veterans to easily adapt to DCMA culture.”

Headley said many veterans have college degrees, formal education and technical skills in areas of critical importance to DCMA, such as acquisition, information technology, quality assurance and engineering. Veterans are familiar with the Department of Defense life, most have formal leadership training, and many still hold security clearances. All these attributes make them great candidates for the DCMA team.
While defending a group of ambushed soldiers during his third tour in Iraq, retired Army Staff Sgt. Mitch Court was shot and knocked unconscious when insurgents fired on his squad. After numerous surgeries, years of hard work and a few instances of good fortune, he is now a quality assurance specialist with DCMA Cleveland.

“After being released (from the Army), we have a lot of support group friendships,” said Court, who joined the Army in 1996 at the age of 17. “Men and women returning home with no purpose tend to make horrible coping decisions. I’ve had a few of my personal team pass away, and others just dropped off the grid. I think the attitude is simply ‘who’s going to want me now.’”
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Facing an end to their military lives, their bills began to build.

“During his transition from sailor to civilian, he dealt with depression and doubts about his ability to work effectively. He is now a quality assurance specialist with the agency’s Navy Special Emphasis Operations.

“We really have a vested interest in giving back,” Jimenez said. “This was time was cut short and I still wanted to give back,” Jimenez said. “This was the perfect opportunity — working on systems the troops and the sailors are using out in the forefront.”

“We really have a vested interest in giving back,” Jimenez said. “This was time was cut short and I still wanted to give back,” Jimenez said. “This was the perfect opportunity — working on systems the troops and the sailors are using out in the forefront.”

“Mr. Hartman understood I had limited knowledge of the tasks for the daily mission needs,” Court said. “My entire life and personal experience was the battlefield and the military. Learning how to be a civilian was also a job in itself. School teaches you the paperwork and the rules, but having a mentor and a team to call and learn from was key.”

At DCMA, there are other people who have served, to include civilians who have deployed — it’s like a family,” Stone said. “There’s a level of experience you can share, which perhaps is deeper, with a level of communication you can use. What’s equally important is it allows me to continue to serve my country.”

“I would say working for DCMA has been the best job I have ever had,” McDonald said. “It provides challenges and continues to motivate me while still supporting the military. There also is a willingness of the entire team to assist and mentor the new employees. They really have a vested interest in your success and invest a lot of time and money into providing the tools and training needed to be successful.”

These veterans shared many of the same fears as the structure of their lives prematurely crumbled due to the human body’s frailty. Their success with the agency also shared a common theme — each had mentors, supervisors or team members who understood their situations and their sacrifice.

“They need to know what they fought for was worth their sacrifice,” said Hartman. “They deserve a good job, a home to go to, complete medical support and the understanding of who they are. I also believe they need to feel normal again.”

Their new normal includes delivering global acquisition insight that matters; ensuring U.S. warfighters across the globe receive the highest-quality armaments and armor — so they too can come home. 
The Future of Contingency Contract Support

By Nick D’Amario, DCMA Public Affairs

Contingency contract administration support to the Department of Defense has been the mainstay of the Defense Contract Management Agency since the agency began in 2000. In fact, the modern version of DCMA support to contingency operations goes back to 1993, when the agency’s precursor supported Logistics Civil Augmentation Program, or LOGCAP, activities in Somalia.

Over the past 20 years, DCMA has supported dozens of other contingency operations in Africa and the Middle East, and is now transitioning to the role of force provider for all foreign and domestic contingency contract administration services. This role will include the agency fielding a CCAS-skilled expeditionary cadre that can mobilize and augment combatant commands and service components in executing contract administration support for their major service contracts.

For contingency operations, DoD routinely relies on contractors to provide front-line support and assist with the cradle-to-grave contracting process. These contractors perform vital tasks in support of U.S. defense and development objectives, including logistics support, equipment maintenance, fuel delivery, base operations support and security.

DCMA has been growing a new deployable cadre of emergency essential professionals since 2013 in its Contingency Response Force. These subject matter experts are trained and ready to support customers in contingency operations, whether domestic or overseas. Since the CRF program’s launch, approximately 200 agency employees have been recruited with deployability as a condition of employment.

“Having your own dedicated cadre of deployable civilians, like the CRF, provides a means to immediately support combatant commands and provide the contract oversight services needed in joint operations,” said Air Force Col. Marvin Baugh, DCMA Combat Support Center director.

This approach replaces the way the agency provided support in contingency operations, by the standing up and execution of CCAS through dedicated offices such as DCMA Iraq, which was established in 2003 and closed in 2014.

“We are now in the future, and we have transitioned to providing skilled personnel to support combatant commands and help manage contracts in any contingency environment.”

Diann Hawks, Combat Support Center Force Management Team program analyst and Contingency Response Force program manager

According to Hawks, “The treatment facilities were instrumental in affected patients to get treatment quicker and to successfully isolate them from the rest of the population to keep Ebola from spreading. This is a major success story. We take pride in having contributed to helping save thousands of lives.”

Training personnel for the CRF role is intensive. The agency is building its own training programs, as well as participating in joint training, including the Joint Staff-sponsored Operational Contract Support Joint Exercise. For the past two years, OCSXJ-14 and 15 focused on the training, most specifically the Army, in performing contract support, including post-award support in a contingency environment.

In late 2015, DCMA’s Combat Support Center organized and hosted an expeditionary contract administration pilot training exercise at Fort Lee, Virginia. Forty participants from the agency and services joined to work on CCAS/ECA doctrine, tactics, techniques and procedures.

Ultimately, expeditionary contract administration training will prepare deploying members to meet future joint missions specified by combatant commanders.

Through direction by Air Force Lt. Gen. Wendy Masiello, DCMA director, over the last year, CSC has been leading the agency’s effort to develop a new CCAS/ECA readiness program for the deployable workforce, primarily CRF civilians.

“I see this training event as a major leap forward in furthering joint CCAS/ECA readiness across the department,” said Baugh. “We know that CCAS and ECA will be conducted jointly in the future as it is now, bringing the major stakeholders together with our DCMA CCAS and ECA experienced personnel to share ideas and work together to develop standard processes and procedures based on best practices and lessons learned made this worth the investment.”

The CONTINGENCY CONTINUUM

DCMA Insight
Global ambition

International supply chain is connective tissue for JSF success

By Thomas Perry, DCMA Public Affairs

Unprecedented in size and complexity, the F-35 Lightning II is an international program that relies upon the aerospace expertise of a global network of allies to build the three variants of the next-generation multirole stealth fighter. To ensure the U.S. government and the 11 other F-35 nations receive quality parts at the right price takes a team of Defense Contract Management Agency specialists who work around the world.

DCMA Lockheed Martin Fort Worth team members in Texas and their global supply chain partners serve the vital defense role of administering contracts for the F-35 Joint Program Office.

“To support all of that, the F-35 supply chain is more than 70 percent outsourced with over 400 active suppliers and more than 1,500 total suppliers, 80 of which are international,” said Anne Pooler, DCMA LM Fort Worth Supply Chain Management Team chief. “This all combines with concurrent developmental efforts, low rate production, sustainment, modifications and pending full rate production to create a very complex business and supply chain environment.”

These statistics are both impressive and daunting, but Air Force Col. Alex Stathopoulos, DCMA LM Fort Worth commander, said his team and the agency’s International Directorate and Special Programs representatives thrive within the challenging environment. He credits the program’s recent successes to teamwork, professionalism and extensive layers of expertise.

“The benefit of diversity of our supply chain is tremendous,” Stathopoulos said. “The DCMA International team is truly superb, and our objective is to leverage their talents with our knowledge of the F-35 enterprise. Teamwork is also vital. You need to build and maintain relationships with the customer and with other agency commands — that is the key. The wonderful thing about DCMA is the expertise and coverage are out there. We have tremendous professionals who come to work every day with the warfighter in mind and their skills in hand.”

The agency’s global effort truly began to thrive in 2013 when Fort Worth stood up an independent supply chain team to deal with the large magnitude of supply chain challenges, said Air Force Maj. Sean Stevens, former F-35 sustainment and supply chain program integrator. Additionally, in February 2013 a supplier program integrator position was created, and the program’s current support structure was established.

“These two entities have combined to create a structure that stabilized the large amount of work that is accomplished by the agency’s contract management offices around the world,” Stevens said. “The effort began by identifying all of the supply chain requirements to be managed and broken into categories identifying mandatory surveillance requirements, risk to the government, policy compliance, and contractor processes and systems reviews. The work was prioritized and a formalized communication strategy was developed.”

Soon dedicated points of contact were established, consistent meetings were scheduled, standardized delegations and reporting were developed, and most importantly, a semiannual supplier program review was instituted. These gatherings allow members of the F-35’s massive global supply network to gather at Fort Worth to discuss challenges, share successes, coordinate objectives, interface with customers, understand industry’s initiatives and identify risks.

“The two program reviews have been game changers,” said Stevens, explaining the first review focused on pricing and the second on sustainment challenges. “An immediate positive impact resulted from face-to-face interaction and dialog between DCMA Lockheed Martin Fort Worth and our delegated partners. This enhanced communication created an environment where all perspectives could be explored and discussed. It strengthened our relationships, solidified commitments and set the stage to build better delegated strategies.”
OVERCOMING CHALLENGES

Patrick Crisler, the F-35 support program integrator for DCMA United Kingdom in Samlesbury, England, said the six-hour time difference between his office and Fort Worth creates communication challenges.

“Being able to sit down face-to-face provides real-time communication and negotiation on important matters such as delegations, program strategy and issue resolution,” Crisler said. “It is important that these types of events continue and foster a healthy working relationship amongst all the F-35 program’s contract management offices.”

Many attendees appreciate the production line tour and the opportunity to see where their supply chain responsibilities fit within the program office’s goals.

“To be able to meet the other contract management offices who support the supply chain, how we all fit in, to meet the DCMA and Joint Program Office leaders, and the prime contractor was invaluable,” said Luis Marie Clark, DCMA BAE Systems director in New Hampshire. “The most telling was to see where the part we manage is situated on the actual jet. The review definitely put everything into perspective. I highly recommend similar events in the future.”

The establishment and success of these reviews could not come at a better time, as the F-35 program will sustain a production build-up in the coming years. In 2015, Lockheed Martin is working to deliver 45 aircraft. Projections forecast an annual production rate of 170 aircraft by 2020, which makes future collaborative events crucial.

As the program’s production grows, so does its global footprint. The F-35’s manufacturing and deliveries are accomplished at two final assembly and check out facilities, commonly referred to as FACOs, in Fort Worth, Italy and the newly completed facility in Japan.

EXPERIENCE

As enormous as the DCMA F-35 support mission has become, it is the stories of individual achievement that highlight its commitment to warfighter support. Air Force Lt. Col. Marco Parzych is the agency’s government flight representative responsible for standing up the F-35 FACO facility in Cameri, Italy.

He was the first Air Force pilot to fly all three variants of the F-35 — A, B and C — and has flown and accepted more than 100 F-35 aircraft on behalf of the U.S. Air Force, Marine Corps, Navy; and international partners United Kingdom, Netherlands, and Australia. Parzych also recently flew and accepted, on behalf of Italy, the first F-35 aircraft built overseas.

“He helped lead our largest aircraft production facility to the Outstanding Flight Organization of the Year award last year at Lockheed Martin Fort Worth,” said DCMA Director Air Force Lt. Gen. Wendy Masiello. “Parzych also recently led the Cameri, Italy, contractor plant through one of the best risk compliance inspections in the past five years, with zero elevated risk areas identified — no small feat in a brand-new facility operated by an overseas contractor.”

DCMA INSIGHT

“The F-35 supply chain is more than 70 percent outsourced with over 400 active suppliers and more than 1,500 total suppliers, 80 of which are international.”

Anne Poole, DCMA Lockheed Martin Fort Worth Supply Chain Management Team chief

His success is an example of the rule, not the exception. Each day, DCMA personnel across the globe deliver F-35 acquisition insight benefiting the program and fighter pilots like Parzych. As the rapid development of technology continues to shrink the planets and increase the ability of the U.S. and its allies to work together in providing warfighter support, it is easy to forget that while businesses everywhere speak the language of profit, employees often maintain their country’s business practices, customs and courtesies.

“In some countries, we require translators and company escorts to access certain areas,” Crisler said. “Americans tend to be more straightforward and assertive in their transactions, while other cultures may see this as rude and intrusive. As for working in the UK, as Winston Churchill once stated, ‘Americans and British are one people separated only by a common language.”

Despite the global challenges associated with a massive supply chain, the DCMA LM Fort Worth team and its international partners have more than 1,500 suppliers focused on a single mission — delivering first-rate aircraft to warfighters around the world.

Air Force Lt. Col. Marco Parzych is Defense Contract Management Agency’s government flight representative responsible for standing up the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter Final Assembly and Check Out facility in Cameri, Italy. He was the first Air Force pilot to fly all three variants of the F-35 — A, B and C variants. (Air Force photo by Col. Lee Kniser)

Cami, Italy, the first F-35 aircraft built overseas. The vehicle represents an international contract plant through one of the best risk compliance inspections in the past five years, with zero elevated risk areas identified — no small feat in a brand-new facility operated by an overseas contractor.

Air Force Lt. Col. Marco Parzych is Defense Contract Management Agency’s government flight representative responsible for standing up the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter Final Assembly and Check Out facility in Cameri, Italy. He was the first Air Force pilot to fly all three variants of the F-35 — A, B and C variants. (Air Force photo by Col. Lee Kniser)

His success is an example of the rule, not the exception. Each day, DCMA personnel across the globe deliver F-35 acquisition insight benefiting the program and fighter pilots like Parzych. As the rapid development of technology continues to shrink the planets and increase the ability of the U.S. and its allies to work together in providing warfighter support, it is easy to forget that while businesses everywhere speak the language of profit, employees often maintain their country’s business practices, customs and courtesies.

“In some countries, we require translators and company escorts to access certain areas,” Crisler said. “Americans tend to be more straightforward and assertive in their transactions, while other cultures may see this as rude and intrusive. As for working in the UK, as Winston Churchill once stated, ‘Americans and British are one people separated only by a common language.”

Despite the global challenges associated with a massive supply chain, the DCMA LM Fort Worth team and its international partners have more than 1,500 suppliers focused on a single mission — delivering first-rate aircraft to warfighters around the world.

Air Force Lt. Col. Marco Parzych is Defense Contract Management Agency’s government flight representative responsible for standing up the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter Final Assembly and Check Out facility in Cameri, Italy. He was the first Air Force pilot to fly all three variants of the F-35 — A, B and C variants. (Air Force photo by Col. Lee Kniser)
“The DCMA/Army relationship is not only vital, it is absolutely imperative. I see DCMA experts as key partners in acquiring quality products on-time.”

Army Lt. Gen. Michael Williamson

“DCMA are key enablers to the success of the overall acquisition mission — the men and women of DCMA directly empower the delivery of warfighting capability.”


“We leverage DCMA’s expertise ... so when we’re sitting down with our industry partners, we know we have the best information to get the best deal for our warfighting force.”

Navy Rear Adm. Paul Verrastro